I. We consider here the groups of homeomorphisms on Euclidean w-space and the «-sphere Sn. Chiefly we will be concerned with the question of whether or not these groups reduce in an homotopy sense to the ordinary orthogonal group acting on these spaces. Such questions are intimately connected with the theory of fibre bundles in which these spaces occur as fibres. We will restrict ourselves to the case where the homeomorphisms are of class C1 and will topologize the various groups taking account of the differentiability.
We first consider Euclidean »-space En. We denote by K the group of all homeomorphisms / of £" such that / and /-1 are of class C K becomes a topological group by demanding uniform convergence of/ and its derivatives on compact sets,1 i.e. a typical neighborhood of the identity function is given by
Clearly the orthogonal group, 0n, of En is imbedded in K and the topology induced on 0" is the usual topology. In fact any locally compact or complete metric group which acts as a transformation group of En so that each motion is of class C1 is imbedded in K (see [l, p. 197] Lemma 2. K0 decomposes topologically into G\(n, R)XH where Gl(ra, R) is the group of non-singular matrices on En.
Proof. Consider the homomorphism <f>: K<¡-»Gl(w, R) defined by Then we define the homotopy <i>: HX [0, l]-»i? by |W¿" o<,S1,
We have $(/, 1) =/ and <!>(/, 0) = I, thus if $> is continuous, $ contracts H to I. First we see that <ï> is continuous on HX [0, 1 ] since on this set <3? amounts to a continuous system of inner automorphisms and these are continuous since the group operations are continuous. Now let f(E.H, we will show that i> is continuous at (/, 0). Suppose we are given a neighborhood Vr¡( of / as given by (1) from Theorem I that Ui(K/On)=0, i^O. Since X is a locally finite polyhedra it follows in the usual way that we can define a crosssection inductively on the ¿-dimensional skeleton of X and obtain the corollary.
II. We consider now the sphere, Sn, and the group K of homeomorphisms / of S" such that / and f~l are of class Cl in the usual differentiable structure of Sn. We suppose S" covered by two coordinate neighborhoods, Ui and U2, Ui = Sn\{x0}, U2 = Sn\{ -x0}. If (x) are the coordinates on Ui and (y) the coordinates on Ui we take as coordinate transformations Since this last kernel is 0 the theorem follows.
